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Abstract
These are the lecture notes for a tutorial at FMCS 2004 in Kananaskis. The aim is to
give a first introduction to Partial Combinatory Algebras and the construction of Realizability
Toposes. The first part, where Partial Combinatory Algebras are discussed, requires no specific
background (except for some of the examples perhaps), although familiarity with combinatory
logic and lambda calculus will not hurt. The second part on realizability toposes presupposes
some knowledge of category theory; more specifically, we will assume that the reader knows
what a topos is. Apart from that the material is self-contained.
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Partial Combinatory Algebras

We give the basic definitions and properties of Partial Combinatory Algebras in the first
subsection. Next, we discuss some of the important examples. Finally, we touch upon the
theory of Partial Combinatory Algebras.

1.1 Partial Applicative Structures and Combinatory Completeness
We first introduce the basic concept of a Partial Applicative Structure, which may be viewed
as a universe for computation. Then look at terms over an applicative structure, we formulate what it means for an algebraic function to be representable and state the fundamental
property of Combinatory Completeness. Finally, we present a simple test for Combinatory
Completeness.
Definition 1.1 (Partial Applicative Structure) A Partial Applicative Structure, or PAS
for short, is a set A equipped with a partial binary operation
• : A × A * A.
For elements a, b ∈ A, we think of a•b (which we often abbreviate to ab) as “a applied to b”.
The partiality of • means that this application need not always be defined. If (a, b) ∈ dom(•),
then we write a • b ↓ or ab ↓. Otherwise, we write ab ↑.
Some more conventions and terminology: we usually omit brackets, assuming associativity
to the left. So: abc stands for (ab)c. Also, for two expressions x, y, we write x ' y to indicate
that x is defined whenever y is, in which case they are equal. Finally, we say that A is total
if dom(•) = A × A.
Even though these Partial Applicative Structures do not possess many interesting properties due to the lack of axioms, they already highlight one of the key features of combinatorial
structures, namely the fact that we have a domain of elements that can act both as functions
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and as arguments. This behaviour goes under the heading of polymorphism, and can be traced
back to Von Neumann’s idea that programs (functions, operations) live in the same realm and
are represented in the same way as the data (arguments) that they act upon. In particular,
programs can act on programs. In a PAS, the left-hand argument of • is the element that is to
be regarded as a function, whereas the right-hand argument is to be viewed as the argument.
Next, we wish to single out those PASs that are interesting from a computational point
of view. This is achieved by adding the requirement that a certain class of functions is
representable.
Let V = {x0 , x1 , . . .} be a countable set of fresh variables. We define T (A), the set of
terms over A, to be the least set such that
• A ⊆ T (A)
• V ⊆ T (A)
• t, t0 ∈ T (A) ⇒ (tt0 ) ∈ T (A).
We think of these terms as representatives of partial algebraic functions (in several variables).
If t ∈ T (A), then we write F V (t) for the set of variables that occur in t.
Definition 1.2 Let t ∈ T (A) be a term with F V (t) ⊆ {x0 , . . . xn } and a ∈ A an element of
A. We say that a represents t if for all a0 , . . . , an ∈ A
1. aa0 · · · an−1 ↓
2. t[a0 /x0 , . . . an /xn ] ' aa0 · · · an .
In words, a represents t if a is a total function in the first n arguments, and, as n + 1-ary
partial function, is equal to t. Note that there may be different elements representing the same
term t.
Definition 1.3 (Combinatory Completeness) A partial applicative structure A is Combinatory Complete if every term t ∈ T (A) can be represented by some a ∈ A.
Now we can state the definition of a Partial Combinatory Algebra:
Definition 1.4 (Partial Combinatory Algebra) Let A be a PAS. Then A is a Partial
Combinatory Algebra, PCA for short, if A is Combinatory Complete.
It must be said that this is not the definition that is usually encountered in the literature;
a simplification (due to Curry) can be obtained by showing that combinatory completeness is
already ensured by two of its instances.
Proposition 1.5 Suppose a PAS A has elements k, s such that
• kab ' a

for all a, b ∈ A

• sa ↓, sab ↓ and sabc ' ac(bc)

for all a, b, c ∈ A.

Then A is Combinatory Complete.
Proof. The proof is based on the fact that one can imitate lambda-abstraction as follows.
Let t be a term, and x a variable. By induction on the structure of t, we define a new term
λ∗ x.t such that F V (λ∗ x.t) = F V (t)\x:
λ∗ x.x

=

skk

∗

λ x.t

=

kt

λ∗ x.tt0

=

s(λ∗ x.t)(λ∗ x.t0 )

if y 6∈ F V (t)

Next, one proves by induction that (λ∗ x.t)a = t[x/a] for all a ∈ A.



As an example, consider the identity function I on A. This function can be obtained from
the combinators k, s as I = skk. Another example: the second projection (x, y) 7→ y can be
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defined as sk. Finally, the function (x, y) 7→ xy (the application function) is represented by
sk(skk).
Remarks.
One might wonder why the requirements sa ↓ and sab ↓ are present. Part of
the answer is, that one does not get full combinatory completeness when they are omitted.
On the other hand, one can show that if sab ↓ is left out, then the structure is equivalent,
in a suitable sense, to a combinatory complete PAS with the same underlying set (but with
different application).
Another point worth noting is that there may be many different choices for k and s. In
some treatments, a particular choice for k and s is taken to be part of the structure of a PCA,
whereas in others the property of combinatorial completeness (or the existence of k and s) is
required. This is dependent as much on one’s taste as on the applications (see also the remarks
on morphisms).

1.2

Examples of PCAs

Before exploring some more advanced features of PCAs, we give four important examples:
Kleene’s recursion-theoretic PCA, the Graph Model, Engeler’s Graph Algebra and Scott’s
D∞ model.
Kleene’s Recursion-Theoretic PCA K1 . The underlying set of K1 is N, the set of natural
numbers. On this set we define a partial application by
n • m ' {n}(m),
where the right-hand side stands for the application of the partial recursive function coded by
n applied to the number m. The verification that this is a PCA reduces to checking that k
and s are partial recursive.
This is the most basic example of a PCA, in a sense that will be made more precise later.
Also, it is the basic building block of the Effective Topos, to be discussed in section 3.
Graph Model Pω. The Graph Model was the first model for untyped lambda calculus, and
is due to Scott and Plotkin, independently. When constructing a model for polymorphism,
one is confronted with the difficulty that in set theory, the cardinality of the function space C C
of a set C is always larger than that of C itself. This problem is solved by adding structure
to the sets and reducing the size of the function space, only regarding functions which are
continuous for a suitable topology.
We will not just sketch the graph model, but show how one can build PCAs from certain
complete partial orders.
Definition 1.6 (Directed Complete Partial Order)
1. A Directed Complete Partial
Order, DCP O for short, is a partial order (A, ≤) which has a bottom element ⊥ and
which has suprema for all directed subsets. This means that if D ⊆ A has the property
that for each d, d0 ∈ D W
there is a d00 ∈ D with d ≤ d00 , d0 ≤ d00 , then there is an element
W
D ∈ A such that (i) WD ≥ d, for all d ∈ D and (ii) for any a ∈ A satisfying a ≥ d for
all d ∈ D we have that D ≤ a.
2. A homomorphism µ : (A, ≤) → (B, ≤) of DCPOs is an order-preserving function µ :
A → B such
W that µWpreserves suprema of directed subsets, i.e. for directed D ⊆ A we
ask that µ( D) = {µ(d)|d ∈ D}.
Every DCPO (A, ≤) carries a topology, where a subset U ⊆ A is open if and only if
• U is upwards closed, i.e. if u ∈ U, v ≥ u then v ∈ U ;
W
• if, for a directed subset D, D ∈ U , then U ∩ D 6= ∅.
One can now check that a homomorphism of DCPOs is precisely a continuous function for
this topology.
For any DCPO A, the set of continuous functions [A, A] is again a DCPO; all structure is
taken pointwise.
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Definition 1.7 (Reflexive DCPO) A DCPO A is reflexive if there is a diagram

[A, A]

r

ψ

5A

(1)

φ

in which both φ and ψ are continuous and where ψ ◦ φ = 1.
In words, reflexivity means that the function space [A, A] is a retract of A.
As an example of a reflexive DCPO, consider Pω, the powerset of the natural numbers,
ordered by inclusion. This is clearly a DCPO where supremum is simply union. Recall
that there exists a bijective pairing operation h−, −i : ω × ω → ω, and that there exists
an enumeration of finite subsets of ω, which we denote by b : ω → Pω. Having fixed such
operations, we can define maps φ : [Pω, Pω] → Pω and ψ : Pω → [Pω, Pω] by
φ(f )

=

{hn, mi|m ∈ f (b(n))}

ψ(U )(V )

=

{m|∃n ∈ ω : b(n) ⊆ V &hn, mi ∈ U }

The proof that these maps are continuous and that ψ ◦ φ = 1 is left as an exercise.
Now back to the construction of a PCA from a reflexive DCPO A. The existence of the
pair of maps φ, ψ enables us to interpret elements of A as functions A → A. This suggests the
following definition of application on A:
a • b =def ψ(a)(b).
This application is total. It remains to be checked that we have combinatory completeness.
But this follows straightforwardly from the fact that any continuous function f : A → A is
representable by φ(f ). Also note that the representable functions are precisely the continuous
ones.
Remark. The above construction can be generalized: if, in any cartesian closed category,
we have an object U such that U U is a retract of U , then U carries a PCA structure.
Engeler’s Graph Algebra.
inductively:

This example starts with a nonempty set A. We define

G0 (A)

=

A

Gn+1 (A)

=

Gn (A) ∪ {(B, b)|B ⊆ Gn (A), B finite, b ∈ Gn (A)}

Now put
[

G(A) =

(A).

n∈N

Then the set P(G(A)) is a PCA when we define application by
X • Y = {b ∈ G(A)|∃B ⊆ Y : (B, b) ∈ X}.
Scott’s D∞ . Here we start with a complete partial order (abbreviated CPO) D, and we
observe that there is an embedding-projection pair φ, ψ, as in

D

ψ

u

1 [D, D]
φ

where φ(d) = (x 7→ d), the constant function with value d and ψ(f ) = f (⊥). Both φ and
ψ are morphisms of CPOs, and clearly we have ψ ◦ φ = 1. Now this can be iterated: define
D0 = D, Dn+1 = [Dn , Dn ], and we obtain a diagram

D0

t

ψ0

4 D1
φ0

t

ψ1

4 D2
φ1

4

···

in the category of CPOs. Now define D∞ to be the limit of the diagram of the Di together
with the ψi 1 . Explicitly, an element of D∞ is a sequence (d0 , d1 , . . .), where each di ∈ Di ,
and where ψi (di+1 ) = di . The CPO-structure is componentwise. Moreover, one can now show
that the function space [D∞ , D∞ ] is isomorphic to D∞ , which is a sufficient condition for D∞
to carry a combinatory algebra structure.
Other Examples. There are other kinds of PCAs which we will not go into here. Just to
mention a few: Kleene’s K2 has the set of functions N → N as underlying set (see [8]). Also,
one can consider generalizations of PCAs, such as ordered PCAs. We will briefly return to
these when discussing realizability toposes. Finally, one has term models, obtained by taking
equivalence classes of (closed) terms of (some extension of) the lambda calculus.

1.3

The Theory of PCAs

We have a brief look at the properties of PCAs. The main purpose is to give the flavour of
the kind of problems and ideas that one encounters when investigating PCAs.
Combinatory Logic and Lambda Calculus. When we consider total structures (which we
simply call combinatory algebras, or CAs), then it is easily seen that each combinatory algebra
is a model for combinatory logic. Also, as should be evident from the proof of Proposition 1.5,
we can interpret lambda terms in a combinatory algebra A. However, this interpretation will
not respect β-equality in general. If it does, then we call A a lambda algebra. So by definition,
a lambda algebra is a combinatory algebra such that if M =β N in the lambda calculus, then
M = N in A.
If a lambda algebra satisfies the further requirement that M = N implies λ∗ xM = λ∗ xN ,
then it is called a lambda model. The interpretation of lambda terms then also respects the
ξ-rule in the lambda calculus.
Extensionality. A PCA A is called extensional if ∀x(ax ' bx) implies that a = b. In words,
if elements represent the same partial function, then they must be equal. Kleene’s K1 , for
example, is not extensional, since there are many codes (programs) that compute the same
function. In fact, every function has infinitely many representatives.
For PCAs obtained via DCPOs, like Pω, we have extensionality precisely when the continuous function space AA is not just a retract of A, but in fact isomorphic to A.
D∞
is isomorphic to D∞ .
The model D∞ is extensional; the function space D∞
As for Graph Algebras, these are not extensional but can be made extensional by quotienting out by a suitable equivalence relation. Such a procedure is known as “extensional
collapse”. In [2] it is shown that these structures are a special instance of the D∞ models. In
fact, graph algebras, made extensional, are precisely those D∞ that one obtains by taking D
to be a complete atomic Boolean algebra (i.e. a powerset).
It can be shown that for total combinatory algebras one has the following proper inclusions
CAs ⊂ λ-algebras ⊂ λ-models ⊂ extensional CAs.
For more on this, we refer to [2, 1].
Totality and Completability. We already saw that a PCA A is called total if ab ↓ for
all a, b ∈ A. Scott’s Pω, for example, is total, whereas Kleene’s K1 is not. Now A is called
completable if it can be embedded into a total PCA. Here, we mean by embedding an injective
map preserving the application and the combinators k, s. We mention the following facts (and
refer for details to [2]): first, if a PCA has unique head normal forms then it is completable.
We define a PCA A to have unique head normal forms if for any x, y ∈ A we have that the
elements k, s, kx, sx and sxy are all different and moreover that sxy = sx0 y 0 implies x = x0
and y = y 0 . Second, if a PCA is extensional but not total then it is not completable.
A related type of question that one can ask for PCAs is whether it contains sub-PCAs,
which are total and/or extensional.
1 Alternatively, one could take the colimit of the D together with the φ ; this situation is known as a limit-colimit
i
i
coincidence.
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Lambda Calculus, Natural Numbers and Recursion Theory. As we observed in the
proof of Proposition 1.5, one can use the combinators k and s to mimick λ-abstaction inside
a PCA. Anyone familiar with the λ-calculus will recognize that this guarantees expressive
power. In particular, one can define the natural numbers inside a PCA (as a corollary, every
non-trivial PCA is at least countably infinite) and recursive functions are representable. It
must be noted that there may be many different codings of the natural numbers in a PCA
(just as there may be many different choices for k and s). A particular given coding is also
called a choice of numerals. One possibility is: n = λ∗ xλ∗ y.xn y.
Homomorphisms? The question what a good notion of homomorphism of PCAs is does
not have a unique answer. In fact, this is highly dependent on one’s viewpoint and the
applications one has in mind. People who are interested in CAs qua models of combinatory
logic and lambda calculus, will usually define a homomorphism of CAs to be a homomorphism
of models, i.e. a function preserving application and combinators on the nose (note that
this presupposes that one takes the combinators k and s to be part of the structure). This
definition has the advantage that combinatory algebras form an algebraic variety, so that all
kinds of constructions such as products, quotients and polynomial algebras are possible. On
the other hand, if you wish to regard (P)CAs has applicative structures with an additional
property (combinatory completeness) then it is not so natural to have k and s as part of your
structure, and a more tempting definition of homomorphism φ : A → B might be: φ preserves
application, and if t ∈ T (A) is a term represented by at ∈ A, then φ(t) is represented by φ(at ).
Here, φ : T (A) → T (B) is the map induced by φ.
In the next section we will outline why a much more relaxed notion of homomorphism is
desired when considering PCAs as building blocks for realizability toposes.

2

Realizability Toposes

We are now going to show how a PCA A gives rise to a topos RT(A), called the Realizability
Topos over A. This is done in a couple of steps: first we define some structure on the powerset
of A. Then we show how this structure gives rise to a certain Set-indexed category. We
discuss some of the properties of this indexed category, which make it into what is called a
tripos. Finally, we show how to build a topos from a tripos.
Next, some of the properties of realizability toposes will be discussed: we explain the difference with Grothendieck toposes and have a look at arithmetic and the relation to realizability.
Finally, we briefly address the functoriality of the construction.

2.1

From PCA to Tripos

Structure on PA. We fix a PCA A and consider its powerset PA. By standard tricks, one
can define a pairing operation h−, −i : A × A → A with unpairings (−)0 and (−)1 satisfying
ha, bi0 = a, ha, bi1 = b. Now define two operations ∧, ⇒: PA × PA → PA. For U, V ⊆ A:
U ∧V

=def

{hu, vi|u ∈ U, v ∈ V }

U ⇒V

=def

{a ∈ A|∀u ∈ U : au ↓ &au ∈ V }

Also observe that PA has a bottom element (the empty set) denoted ⊥, and a top element
(A itself) denoted >.
Non-standard Predicates. We now extend the structure on PA to PAX , where X is an
arbitrary set. For φ, ψ : X → PA, define

X

We preorder PA

(φ ∧ ψ)(x)

=def

φ(x) ∧ ψ(x)

(φ ⇒ ψ)(x)

=def

φ(x) ⇒ ψ(x).

by putting, for φ, ψ : X → PA:
\
φ `X ψ if and only if
(φ ⇒ ψ)(x) 6= ∅.
x∈X
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Equivalently, φ `X ψ if and only if there exists an a ∈ A such that for all x ∈ X and all
b ∈ φ(x) we have ab ↓ and ab ∈ ψ(x). In this case, we often refer to a as a realizer for φ `X ψ.
A good way to think of this preorder is to consider X as a type, PA as a set of (nonstandard) truth-values and φ : X → PA as a non-standard predicate with free variable of type
X. Thus for each x ∈ X, think of φ(x) ∈ PA as the extent to which φ is true of x.
The preorder relation can now be thought of as entailment. Moreover, the operations ∧
and ⇒ play the role of conjunction and implication. One readily verifies that ∧ defines a meet
on PAX and that ⇒ defines a Heyting implication.
There is more structure: the preorder PAX has a top and bottom element, given by the
constant function x 7→ > and x 7→ ⊥, respectively. One can define disjunction and negation.
A preorder like PAX which has >, ⊥, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ¬ is called a Heyting Pre-Algebra.
Reindexing and Quantification.
Since the above constructions made no assumptions
about the set X, we see that we have an operation, which assigns to each set X a Heyting
Pre-Algebra PAX . Furthermore, if f : X → Y is any function between sets, then f induces
by composition a map
f ∗ : PAY → PAX ,

(φ : Y → PA) 7→ (φ ◦ f : X → PA).

It is not hard to see that the induced map f ∗ preserves the preorder and all the connectives. So altogether we have a contravariant functor from Set to the category of Heyting
Pre-Algebras. Such a structure is called a Set-indexed Heyting Pre-Algebra. One thinks of
the reindexing functors f ∗ as a relabelling of the variables.
The reindexing maps f ∗ have both adjoints ∃f and ∀f . These are given by (for φ : X → PA)
[
(∃f φ)(y) =
φ(x)
f (x)=y

(∀f φ)(y)

=

\

(A ⇒ φ(x)).

f (x)=y

As suggested by their notation, these adjoints serve to interpret existential and universal
quantification.
These quantifiers satisfy the so-called Beck-Chevalley Condition (BCC): for any pullback
square in Set:
A

q

/B

p

g



X



f

/Y

the canonical map Σq p∗ → g ∗ Σf is an isomorphism. This guarantees that quantification is
well-behaved with respect to substitution.
Generic Predicates. There is one predicate that plays a special role, namely the identity
function Id : PA → PA. It has the special property that for every predicate φ : X → PA
there is a map fφ : X → PA such that φ ∼
= fφ∗ (Id). In words, every predicate can be obtained
by relabelling the identity predicate along some map. Because of this, we call Id : PA → PA
a generic predicate.
Triposes. A Set-indexed Heyting Pre-Algebra which has left and right adjoints to reindexing
functors satisfying the BCC and has a generic predicate is called a tripos. This is an acronym
for Topos Representing Indexed PreOrdered Set. The precise definition is a bit more subtle
than what we’ve seen, and we refer to [9, 5] for details and many more examples of triposes.
The intuition that should be kept in mind is that a tripos is a setting in which one can interpret
intuitionistic, higher-order typed logic without equality.
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2.2

From Tripos to Topos

The second step in our construction of a realizability topos is the tripos-to-topos construction.
We will not treat this in full generality (all details and related issues can be found in [9, 5]),
but just outline the case when the tripos arises from a PCA A as described above. The idea
is, that the construction adds a non-standard equality predicate to every type.
First, some notation. Remember that for φ, ψ : X → PA we defined φ ` ψ if and only if
for some a ∈ A, for all x ∈ X and for all b ∈ φ(x) we have ab ↓ and ab ∈ ψ(x). To stress that
x is the relevant variable here, we will write φ(x) `x ψ(x). We will also extend this notation
to several variables, e.g. if φ : X × Y → PA and ψ : Y × Z → PA, then φ(x, y) `x,y,z ψ(y, z)
means that there is an a ∈ A such that for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z and for all b ∈ φ(x, y) we
have ab ↓ and ab ∈ ψ(y, z).
Objects of RT(A). The objects of RT(A) are defined to be pairs (X, =X ), where X is a set,
and =X is a function X × X → PA, which we think of as a non-standard equality predicate
on X. Instead of =X (x, x0 ) we write x =X x0 . We require:
• x =X x0 `x,x0 x0 =X x
0

0

00

(Symmetry)
00

• x =X x ∧ x =X x `x,x0 ,x00 x =X x

(Transitivity)

We do not require reflexivity, since that would amount to a uniform realization of existence.
Note that there can be many different equality predicates on the same set X.
Morphisms of RT(A). Let (X, =X ) and (Y, =Y ) be two objects. We first define what a
functional relation from (X, =X ) to (Y, =Y ) is. This is a predicate F : X × Y → PA subject
to the conditions
• F (x, y) `x,y x =X x ∧ y =Y y
• F (x, y) ∧ x =X x0 ∧ y =Y y 0 `x,x0 ,y,y0 F (x0 , y 0 )
• F (x, y) ∧ F (x, y 0 ) `x,y,y0 y =Y y 0
• x =X x `x ∃y F (x, y)
Next, we say that two such functional relations F, G are equivalent if and only if
F (x, y) `x,y G(x, y)

and

G(x, y) `x,y F (x, y).

Finally, a morphism from (X, =X ) to (Y, =Y ) is defined to be an equivalence class of
functional relations from (X, =X ) to (Y, =Y ).

2.3

Features of Realizability Toposes

We will now investigate the resulting topos RT(A) a bit. First we discuss some facts about
realizability toposes in general and then we look at a special case, the Effective Topos. Finally,
the question whether the operation A 7→ RT(A) is functorial is addressed.
RT(A) as a Topos.
Most toposes, such as sheaves on a topological space, presheaves,
or sheaves on a locale, are Grothendieck Toposes. There are several equivalent definitions of
this notion. For example, one can say that a topos E is Grothendieck if it is cocomplete and
has a set of generators. As a result, a Grothendieck topos comes equipped with a geometric
morphism γ : E → Set. The direct image functor γ∗ is the representable
functor E(1, −), and
P
the inverse image functor γ ∗ is the constant objects functor X 7→ x∈X 1.
For realizability toposes the situation is quite different. Of course there is a global sections
functor Γ : RT(A) → Set. We can describe this functor more explicitly as follows: for an
object (X, =X ) of RT(A), we define a partial equivalence relation ∼ on X, where x ∼ x0 if
x =X x0 6= ∅. Then Γ(X, =X ) is the set of inhabited equivalence classes of X.
Instead of being a direct image functor, Γ is an inverse image functor. Its right adjoint ∇
(which is also called a constant objects functor) sends a set X to the object (X, =∇ ) where

∅
if x 6= x0
x =∇ x0 =
A if x = x0 .
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The counit of the adjunction Γ a ∇ is easily seen to be an isomorphism, so that Set is a
subtopos of RT(A). The corresponding topology is the double-negation topology, exhibiting
Set as the world of classical mathematics inside RT(A).
Another point worth observing is that RT(A) is not cocomplete (unless A is the trivial
one-point PCA, in which case RT(A) ' Set). One way of seeing why is by considering the
A-indexed coproduct of copies of 1 and the object (A, =A ), where [a =A a0 ] = {a} if a = a0
0
and
(A, =A ) in RT(A).
P[a = a ] = ∅ otherwise. Now every function 1 → A induces a map 1 →P
If a∈A 1 would exist, then every function A → A would induce a map a∈A 1 → (A, =A ),
amounting to the representability of all functions A → A, which is impossible for cardinality
reasons.
The Effective Topos.
When one starts out with Kleene’s PCA K1 , then the resulting
topos is known as the Effective Topos, Eff . This was the first realizability topos that was
investigated, and its discovery is due to Martin Hyland (see [4]).
So far, we have not explained where the nomenclature “realizability topos“ comes from.
Realizability is an interpretation for a formal system of intuitionistic arithmetic called Heyting
Arithmetic. This interpretation, devised by S.C. Kleene in 1945 (see [7, 10]), is based on
recursion theory and has had many applications in proof theory and metamathematics of
constructive systems. Since the PCA K1 is also based on recursive functions one can expect
a relation between realizability and the Effective Topos. Indeed, Eff has a natural number
object, so one can interpret arithmetic. Now one can prove that a sentence in the language
of arithmetic is valid under the realizability interpretation precisely when it is true in the
Effective Topos.
For one thing, this places the study of realizability on a topos-theoretic context. Since
toposes allow for the interpretation of higher-order logic, we obtain a natural generalization
of realizability to higher-order arithmetic.
Also, we can study certain logical principles in the Effective Topos. For example, in Eff
every function from N to N is recursive! And when one looks at the real numbers, one will
find that they provide a model for constructive analysis.
Finally, there is a famous result stating that there exists an internal category in Eff which
is small, complete, but not a poset. For a detailed account, see [6]. For ordinary categories,
this is impossible by a theorem by Peter Freyd. This category is the internalization of a full
subcategory of Eff , called P ER (Partial Equivalence Relations), which plays a fundamental
role in the semantics of programming languages.
Homomorphisms. In topos theory, the natural notion of a map between toposes is that of
a geometric morphism. Given the construction of a topos RT(A) from a PCA A, one might
wonder which homomorphisms of PCAs induce geometric morphisms between the realizability toposes. This problem is addressed in [3]. It turns out that a very different notion of
homomorphism is needed than the “model-theoretic” homomorphism. First, we consider a
generalization of PCAs, which we call Ordered PCAs. This is a poset with application satisfying ab ↓, a0 ≤ a, b0 ≤ b implies a0 b0 ↓ and a0 b0 ≤ ab, such that the combinatory completeness
property holds (up to inequality rather than equality). The construction of a realizability
topos goes through without much modification. Now a map A → B of ordered PCAs is a
function f : A → B which preserves the ordering and application up to a realizer, in the sense
that for some p, q ∈ A we have
a≤b

⇒

p • f (a) ↓

&

p • f (a) ≤ f (b)

and
ab ↓ ⇒ q • f (a) • f (b) ↓ & q • f (a) • f (b) ≤ f (ab).
Moreover, on the category OPCA thus obtained, one has a monad T , which acts on objects
by taking non-empty downward closed subsets. Now one can prove that a map A → B in
the Kleisli category of T is the same thing (up to natural isomorphism) as an exact functor
RT(B) → RT(A) which respects ∇, the inclusion of Set. Finally, we identify a condition
on maps A → B called computational density such that computationally dense maps A →
B in the Kleisli category are the same (again up to isomorphism) as geometric morphisms
RT(A) → RT(B). This shows that we can reduce the study of the category of realizability
toposes to the study of the category OPCA of ordered PCAs.
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